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Poland  A symphony of light and
colours in Warsaw
The National Temple of Divine Providence in
Warsaw is considered one of the most
important Roman Catholic building of the last
three centuries in Poland. The history of the
Temple of Divine Providence stretches back
over 200 years and is associated with
Poland’s first Constitution released on May, 3
1791. Two days after approving the
Constitution, members of parliament adopted
a resolution approving...

read more...

Italy  Lights on the Amalfi Coast
Located on a rocky spur, the church of Santa
Maria del Bando offers a very striking view of
the village of Atrani, its white clustered
houses, the clear water sea of the Amalfi coast
and the steep cliffs below. The church was
probably built in the tenth century, but the
first official documents about the structure
date back to the twelfth century. It was built
on the top of mount Aureo, where public...

read more...

UK  A Light Friday at the Building
Centre in London
Located in Central London, the Building
Centre is an excellent venue for a variety of
events. Its seminar rooms, boardroom and
galleries lend themselves to conferences,
meetings, product launches, drinks receptions
and various exhibitions curated throughout
the year, which cover a wide spectrum of

the year, which cover a wide spectrum of
topics within the built environment. Expert
speakers and tutors provide talks, seminars
and short courses...

read more...

LAMP Lighting joins the Nordeon Group
Eindhoven, January 9th 2017 It is with great
pride that we announce that as of December
22nd 2016 Lamp Lighting from Terrassa
Spain, is part of the Nordeon Group. Lamp
Lighting was founded by the Cusidó family in
1972 and is a leading partner for lighting
designers around the globe. Its extensive
portfolio of professional luminaires for indoor
and outdoor applications, its creativity...

read more...

RUBY XP: A new ruby among GRIVEN
jewels
Taking advantage of a high performing LED
configuration, RUBY XP is a newly engineered,
compact floodlight for exterior use, which
houses a combination of either 20 high power
RGBW, warm, natural, cold or dynamic white
LEDs. This stylish and versatile fixture is ideal
for spot lighting and wall grazing owing to
the wide selection of optics groups available,
ranging from narrow beam apertures to
elliptical...

read more...

The cooperation with DIALUX continues
in 2017!
We are very happy and proud to announce
that we have renewed the cooperation
contract with DIALux for 2017. The Plugin is
therefore available for download directly from
our website homepage and download area.
This is a very important tool for a global
project approach and lighting reports
production, according to an internationally
recognized and worldwide used method.
DIALux...

read more...

ELA' 2017 coming soon
Expo Lighting America, the most
important
exhibition
specialized
in
architectural lighting in Mexico,...

read more...

France  Griven and Freevox at JTSE
A trade show dedicated to stage equipment
and show business new technologies hosting
conferences, training spaces, workshops...

read more...

A great success for GRIVEN and RGE
Lighting Design at ILDC 2017
Held in Tehran, on January 9 to 13 2017, the
Iran Lighting Design Conference (ILDC) is an
international biannual unique...
read more...
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